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Scope of Effort
Primarily object detection, stereo, and stereo fusion into object detectors for flounder, scallops, and 

subcategories of scallops (swimming, alive, dead clapper, dead other)

Used existing debayaring and color correction in VIAME developed for NWFSC

Questions to answer: which detectors work best with stereo information fused into them? Without 
stereo information? In what fashion should stereo information be fused? 



Contractual Overview

Work being performed on two contracts:

1. CFF Scallop Research Set Aside 
2. NEFSC Grant

CFF:          Contract Start: 07/19/2019    Contract End:  10/31/2020
NEFSC:     Contract Start: 08/23/2019    Contract End:  05/31/2020

~60% of way through total funding



VIAME Overview
Began development in 2016 with funding from NOAA’s automatic strategic initiative on 
auomated image analysis (AIASI) committee: https://www.st.nmfs.noaa.gov/aiasi/Home.html. 
Has since expanded into use in multiple countries and at all 6 fisheries science centers

Initial goal was to provided integration platform for different analytics (image correction, 
detection, tracking)....

https://www.st.nmfs.noaa.gov/aiasi/Home.html


...has since evolved into a DIY-AI toolkit for biologists to train up models themselves, with multiple 
applications in aerial image processing, on-board ship process, and benthic image analysis.



Algorithms

New



Graphical User Interfaces

Stereo/Multi-Modal Desktop AnnotatorDefault Desktop Annotator

Desktop Search Interface Web Interface and Annotations



Web Annotation Archive
Just brought online: https://viame.kitware.com/

Currently 100k+ annotations, organizing 
NOAA/CFF/Other annotations online and 
posting additional shortly

Adding docker file images for user relying on 
AWS deployments

https://viame.kitware.com/


Originally Stored on AWS as Part of CVPR Challenge (2018)

https://www.viametoolkit.org/cvpr-workshop-data-challenge/

https://www.viametoolkit.org/cvpr-workshop-data-challenge/


VIAME Workflows and Documentation



Train Models from CLI, Desktop GUI or Web GUI

Some tradeoffs, can only do some things in one vs the other (e.g. tuning from CLI, IQR from 
Desktop GUI) but working on feature completeness the across multiple versions



VIAME Source Architecture
Super-build comprised of multiple projects: KWIVER, pytorch, opencv, etc…  with a plugin architecture

Heavily use pytorch for deep learning plugins, but also have tensorflow and old caffe plugins

Swappable front-ends at build time



KWIVER Pipelining

Processing framework. Backend coded in C/C++, but allows derivation of classes (e.g. object detectors) 
in python. Each process runs in its own thread. Designed to have swappable end-caps such as using a  
GUI vs an embedded platform running in real-time.



KWIVER Pipelining
Used in 3 places in this work:

- Stereo pipelines
- Running multiple detectors in parallel
- Chaining demosaicing, color correction and 

detection elements together

Nodes used for this effort:
- 7 object detectors
- Debayer / demosaicing node
- Color and illumination normalizer
- Altitude measurer
- Image rectifier
- Disparity mapper



Scallop Detectors
Have looked at 6 main types of detectors with a few sub-variants:

1. Scallop-TK (non-deep and deep)
2. Cascade Faster-RCNN (with and without depth fusion)
3. Cascade Mask Faster-RCNN (pixel-level classification)
4. YOLO v2 and v3
5. Low-shot SVM learning on deep (ResNet50) features
6. Fusion classifiers combining more than one of above



Scallop-TK
Made in 2010 (pre-deep learning), then deep learning-ized at start of VIAME effort (2016) quickly

Pros: reasonable accuracy, Cons: slow in present form; used to use scale (altitude) information



Cascade Faster-RCNN
“Cascade R-CNN: Delving into High Quality Object Detection”. Zai et al. 2018.

Originally used mmdet pytorch implementation: https://github.com/open-mmlab/mmdetection
- Chinese University of Hong Kong, COCO Winner 2018

Now use netharn with wrappers in VIAME, an internally developed learning harness
- Automatically choose validations set
- Better stopping criteria and learning rate adjustment while training

Performed most experiments with the above across this effort 
- Fusion of auxiliary information (e.g. stereo disparity maps)
- Currently performing early fusion, but also plan on investigating late fusion

- Late fusion could have us train networks on both depth and RGB independently, then fuse

https://github.com/open-mmlab/mmdetection


Cascade Faster-RCNN

Sources: 
“Faster R-CNN: Towards Real-Time Object Detection with Region Proposal Networks:. Ren et al. 2015.
“Cascade R-CNN: Delving into High Quality Object Detection”. Zai et al. 2018.



NetHarn 
Augmentation

● Affine*
● Flip*
● HSVShift
● GammaContrast
● LinearContrast
● Multiply
● Add
● Grayscale
● AdditiveGaussianNoise
● AddElementwise
● Dropout**
● CoarseDropout**

19

● GaussianBlur
● AverageBlur
● MedianBlur
● Sharpen
● Emboss
● EdgeDetect
● DirectedEdgeDetect

* Applied to rgb and disparity ** Applied to rgb and disparity independently

original



NetHarn Augmentation

original



Example Training Batches Truth
Prediction



Cascade Mask Faster-RCNN
Similar to last, just with an additional mask fork off the network for regressing instance-level segmentations

- Used ellipsoid mask around scallop box annotations
- Limited pixel-level groundtruth (below - left), difficult to generate on buried cases

+ May be automated methods to get more (right)
- Only performed preliminary experiments, not scored consistently, though training supported in system



YOLO v2 and v3
Used original authors code (Redmon et al. 2016), just applied in a windowed fashion across image at testing 
and train time for improved small object detection. Developed further on joint arctic seal detection effort.

- Originally used as “default” VIAME detector, though that’s now CFRNN
(system is still backwards compatible with YOLO models)

- Old models still available in VIAME HabCam Add-On
- Have adapted YOLO to accept multi-channel inputs (e.g. RGBD)
- YOLOv4 just released but by a different author than original (Alexey)



ResNet50 Low-Shot Learning
SVM model trained on top of intermediate ResNet50 features applied on top of a generic object proposal 
trained to put boxes around arbitrary targets.

- Only train SVM on negatives near decision boundary by doing an automatic search for things which 
look similar to target category but aren’t

- A second variant applies classifier around CFRNN detections



Fusion Detectors
(aka the “Scallop Annihilator”)

Run multiple detectors in parallel
- Fuse outputs via boosting probabilities of detections which appear in multiple outputs

For times when you just really want to detect those scallops….



Debayering and Color Correction
Demosaicing -> Grey World Assumption -> CLAHE Adaptive Histogram EQ -> White Balance -> Sharpen

Left: CFF Original    Right:  Ours

Some illumination normalization turned on in the form of CLAHE, though not explicitly

A little too much sharpness in existing default VIAME settings, but not bad when applied to CFF



Debayering and Color Correction

Originally created and tuned for NWFSC AUV data target pyrosomes



Calibration and Stereo
Recalibrated intrinsic and extrinsic parameters in matrices using 
2015 NEFSC and CFF raw data (separately).

Previous work scanned the calibration images and selected only 
image pairs with the checkerboard fully contained in both the left 
and right images.  This is required for extrinsic calibration of the 
stereo pair, but not for intrinsic calibration (focal length, distortion) 
of each camera. The calibrated intrinsics for each camera (left and 
right) were updated to be computed independently and a different 
set of images were selected for each over which the checkerboard 
covered a larger portion of the image space.

Also wrote a separate altitude estimator based on sampling a 
smaller number of points across the image to increase processing 
speed.



Example Disparity Maps
For disparity calculation, using OpenCV’s StereoSGBM (Hirschmuller 2008) however, we’ve also begun 
looking into deep approaches for this: 



Example Disparity Maps - Failures

Most often failure cases are due to failure to estimate the depth range for the image (above), as this is a 
2-stage process with depth range estimation followed by a 2nd pass disparity computation for more accurate 
pixel-level disparities within computed depth bounds.



Example 3D Renderings

Visualizations from meshlab software, open-source
Other example depth maps available on data.kitware.com, VIAME group, here

Probable Swimming Scallop

https://data.kitware.com/#collection/58b747ec8d777f0aef5d0f6a/folder/5dfcf2efaf2e2eed35a52a19


Data Splits
Have used 3 different partitions over time:

(1) HabCam 2015 provided by NEFSC
                           - Used in initial data challenge and scallop detection models currently online

(2) CFF 2017, 2018, 2019 + downselected HabCam 2015
         - Used in most experiments in this deck and new models

- Have the most stable disparity maps with this

(3) CFF 2017, 2018, 2019 + HabCam 2014 (Flounder only) + HabCam 2015 (Georges Bank + 
Mid-Atlantic full collect) + HabCam 2016 (Georges Bank + Mid-Atlantic full collect)

                            - Using in future experiments after improving depth-maps across all



Data Split #2 Statistics

                         train    vali    test
lobster                      0       1       0
didemnum                     1       1       3
monkfish                     1       1       0
misc                         2       0       1
mollusk                      3       2       2
squid                        4       1       3
rock                         6       4       9
cerianthid                  11       6       1
eel                         13       2       5
convict worm                14      13      27
dust cloud                  61      58     119
waved whelk                135     134     271
snail                      178      42     110
skate                      203     194     391
flatfish                   338     191     404
dead sea scallop           421     178     379
crab                       478     371     756
clapper                    519     183     435
seastar                   1291     318     808
roundfish                 1340    1198    2418
swimming sea scallop      1659    1554    3129
live sea scallop         53083   31307   66247

         train   vali    test 
n_anns   59761   35759  75518
n_imgs   11066    7872  16278



Data Issues
CFF annotations (left)are in raw, unwarped coordinates, though NEFSC annotations (right)  are in rectified space

Some annotators handle boundary cases different

Possibly going to attempt to warp NEFSC annotations back to raw image coordinate space



Experiment #1 - Scallop Detection (pre-2020)
Before 2020 a number of experiments were performed on and off, mostly focused just on detecting 
scallops without having multiple (or only a few) subcategories. The current public scallop model pack 
online (containing CFRNN, YOLO, and Scallop-TK models) came from these initial experiments. 
Performed on dataset #1.

First CFRNN model after contract start (late 2019)



Experiment #2 - Training Across All Categories

Have only performed preliminary investigations into large multi-class classifiers on datasets #2 and #3. There are a few 
issues with the above computed over dataset #2:

1. CFF data contained annotated sea stars and snails, though NEFSC didn’t
2. CFF data had a slight pixel offset on half of annotations at time of training, ~38 pixels, fixed in later experiments
3. The curve on the right is misleading, as it has a very long false alarm count x-axis, so AUC isn’t the most

               meaningful description for comparison in that case and just looking at the curves misrepresents performance
           4. Experiment was mostly performed to get better base features for later fine tuning across
               categories of interest in later experiments

!



Experiment #3 - RGB (left) vs RGBD (right)



        model_tag |   mAP |  flatfish AP | live scallop AP | swimming scallop AP | clapper AP
 rgb-v43_epoch_07 | 0.580 |      0.415  |          0.937  |              0.587  |     0.381
 rgb-v43_epoch_11 | 0.578 |      0.418  |          0.937  |              0.589  |     0.366
 rgb-v43_epoch_06 | 0.575 |      0.424  |          0.926  |              0.587  |     0.363
 rgb-v43_epoch_00 | 0.574 |      0.420  |          0.929  |              0.542  |     0.406
rgbd-v42_epoch_20 | 0.573 |      0.392  |          0.928  |              0.614  |     0.358
 rgb-v43_epoch_02 | 0.571 |      0.401  |          0.931  |              0.616  |     0.336
rgbd-v42_epoch_27 | 0.571 |      0.375  |          0.930  |              0.602  |     0.375
rgbd-v42_epoch_15 | 0.570 |      0.391  |          0.924  |              0.621  |     0.344
rgbd-v42_epoch_26 | 0.570 |      0.377  |          0.926  |              0.616  |     0.359
rgbd-v42_epoch_21 | 0.568 |      0.384  |          0.926  |              0.614  |     0.349
rgbd-v42_epoch_22 | 0.566 |      0.382  |          0.931  |              0.596  |     0.355
rgbd-v42_epoch_14 | 0.558 |      0.381  |          0.923  |              0.593  |     0.337

Experiment #3 - RGB vs RGBD… continued



Experiment #4 - Scallop Subcategory Discrimination
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Failure Case (False Positives)
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Note: all truthed 
categories shown in 
green even those 
not trained on



Failure Case (Small Targets)
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Failure Case (False Positives)
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Failure Case (False Positives)
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Failure Case (False Positives)
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Failure Case (False Negative)
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Failure Case (False Positives / Negatives)
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Other Case
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Experiment #5 - Detector Comparisons, SVM vs Deep Learning

Ongoing Effort
Todo: Add fusion approaches, re-run on larger dataset (combo #3)

Run over all scallop detections in addition to flatfish

CFF Only
2.7k image test
Flatfish Only

CFF + NEFSC
16k image test all scallop PRC
ResNet50 SVM model

CFF + NEFSC
16k image test all scallop PRC
(v1 CFRNN left, v2 CFRNN right)



Conclusions 
Scallop detection works decent across all detectors

- Subcategory classification still needs work

Stereo helps a little, e.g. has always helped swimming scallop mAP regardless of model and model 
version, but we want to improve how much it helps and determine if it can aid flounder detection

Getting similar performance using smaller networks on flounder due to current low sample size 
(CFRNN is a fairly large architecture), though CFRNN outperforms most on other tasks with lots of 
annotations.



Next Steps 
Fix additional error frames in stereo process

- Maintain current approach initially

Perform late fusion of stereo into detectors, after an independent train for better early-stage features

Investigate deep stereo approaches

Repeat experiments on data aggregate data set #3 after getting better stereo on all of it

Measure performance differences in detections across different regions (Georges Bank vs Mid-Atlantic)

Use scale in detectors (older algorithms had this though not CFRNN or YOLO)

Test YOLO-RGBD, ScallopTK-RGBD compared against CFRNN-RGBD on same curve


